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N-body + gas dynamics



* baryon fluid 
coupled via 
gravity to 
DM

* solve Euler 
equation in 
comoving 
coordinates 

* energy or 
entropy 
equation 
        
* requires 
shock 
treatment

multi-fluid systems: N-body+gas dynamics

Bertschinger 1998 



hydro solution methods:  various flavors

method character advantages disadvantages examples

Lagrangian
(particle)

•solve energy eq’n 
along streamlines
•local kernel 
density estimates

•simple, fast
•good dynamic 
range w/ variable 
kernel scale

•approx. shock 
treatment
•poor error 
control (no grid)

smoothed particle 
hydro (SPH)
• gadget
• gasoline 

Eulerian
fixed mesh

•uniform (cubic) 
spatial grid

•simple, fast
•good (trunc.) 
error control
•shocks 

•limited spatial 
resolution

• c.f., 
Kang et al (1994)

Eulerian 
Adaptive Mesh 

Refi. (AMR)

•grid cells refined 
(sub-divided) in 
target regions

•improved spatial 
and mass resol’n
•wider dynamic 
range

•complex to code
•sensitive to sub-
grid handling

• ART 
• Enzo 
• RAMSES
• FLASH

Moving Mesh
•hybrid Lagr./Eul.
•deformable, 
moveable grid cells 
(up to max.)

•best of breed? •very complex to 
code •Arepo



goal: halos (and large sub-halos) should contain baryonic objects like this!  

 http://heritage.stsci.edu/gallery



early results with P3MSPH

Evrard, Summers and Davis (1994)

all baryons

• 16 Mpc cube in Ωm=1 universe (aka, SCDM)
• 2 x 643 particles on CRAY Y-MP (@SDSC) 
• DM mp≈1e9 Msun, baryon mp≈1e8 Msun,  soft≈10kpc 
• shock heating + radiative cooling only

baryons in `globs’

all dark matter

dark matter in halos

z = 6.6
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all baryons

• 16 Mpc cube in Ωm=1 universe (aka, SCDM)
• 2 x 643 particles on CRAY Y-MP (@SDSC) 
• DM mp≈1e9 Msun, baryon mp≈1e8 Msun,  soft≈10kpc 
• shock heating + radiative cooling only

baryons in `globs’

all dark matter

dark matter in halos

z = 1.0
(zoom in)



phase structure @ z=1

early results with P3MSPH

Evrard, Summers and Davis (1994)

fraction of cold, dense baryons 
is resolution-dependent



an early look at the Halo Occupation Distribution (HOD)

early results with P3MSPH

Evrard, Summers and Davis (1994)



first cosmological simulation 
to form disk galaxies!  

early results with P3MSPH



* direct gas dynamic simulations have evolved to now include
– radiative cooling based including metal-line cooling
– star formation prescription based on gas density (+ other properties)
– local energy and mass feedback from SN 
– metals (C, N, O, Si, ...) from different SN types 
– prescriptions for black hole (BH) accretion and merging 
– feedback from central galactic BH’s
– stellar population synthesis model to predict optical-IR properties
– +...  (more every year)

direct methods for modeling galaxy formation

x



baryon physics available in current codes 

Benson (2010)





effects of AGN feedback on gas and stars in galaxy groups Battacharya et al (2008)

z=1



effects of AGN feedback on gas and stars in galaxy groups Battacharya et al (2008)effects of AGN feedback on gas and stars in galaxy groups 

Bhattacharya et al (2008)

z=1



      

best effort (circa 2011) at simulating formation of the Milky Way
Guedes et al (2011)



      

Eris simulation synthetic images in optical-UV 
Guedes et al (2011)



Eris simulation galaxy properties are realistic 
Guedes et al (2011)



Eris simulation: low baryon fraction with new star formation parameters
Guedes et al (2011)

threshold: nSF = 0.1 atoms/cc

threshold: nSF = 5 atoms/cc



Eris simulation galaxy properties appear realistic 
Guedes et al (2011)



* alternative/complementary approach: Semi-analytic models (SAM’s)
– basic idea: turn PDE problem into simpler ODE problem
– track halo/sub-halo evolution in DM-only simulation
– use formation history to determine T,  of enclosed gas
– compute cooling, star formation, heating within halo/sub
– apply rules for behavior of gas+stars during mergers 
– output:  baryon content + star/BH formation history for each 
halo/sub
– add stellar population synthesis model to predict optical-IR 
properties

indirect methods for modeling galaxy formation

Cole (2000)
Benson (2010) 



1) input cosmology 
and astrophysics 

2) generate merger 
tree realization (via 
N-body or 
analytically) 

3) turn crank

4) compare output 
to observations 

 (write papers...)

5) adjust inputs and 
return to step 1)

process view of SAM’s

Cole (2000)



SAM produce rich phenomenology 

Cole (2000)

tune to match 
`low-order’ data

then predict 
`higher-order’
 data



SAM: tracking of multi-phase gas and stellar behavior is a key element

Cole (2000)



multiple versions of SAMs with slightly different astrophysical processes  
Benson (2010)

c.f., D. Scott arXiv:1112.0285



multiple versions of SAMs with slightly different astrophysical processes  
Benson (2010)



* modeling star formation in direct gas dynamic simulations requires 
– correct modeling of shocks
– correct cooling in a plasma heated by multiple processes (non-LTE?)
– modeling of magnetic fields + cosmic ray heating? 
– detailed mass loading and metal pollution by SN blastwaves
– detailed effects of jet heating from central BH (AGN activity)
– +...
All of this requires many tens of input parameters, effects of which often 
compete against one another.  How do we know when we’ve reached THE 
solution of nature?  Does nature even follow a unique prescriptive solution? 
Or might elements be stochastic?
 
Also, star formation, including the stellar IMF and feedback processes, are 
assumed to be dependent only on local conditions, independent of time.  Is 
this really correct? 

* SAM models already have >100 input parameters...

fundamental issues: uniqueness problem and process complexity 



Will we ever declare galaxy formation a 
`solved problem’?    



* Halo Occupation Distribution (HOD) method: 
    assign galaxies to halos

– for given minimum luminosity, know n(L,z) empirically
– also know n(M,z) from sims
– also know two-point clustering of halos and galaxies
– write p(Ngal | M,z) to match n(L,z) and clustering 

* Sub-Halo Assignment Matching (SHAM) method: 
   assign galaxies to sub-halos

– for given minimum luminosity, know n(L,z) empirically
– also know n(M,z) and n(Msub, z) from sims
– within given volume, rank order L and Msub, and match ranks to 
assign L to Msub

– scatter can be introduced during ranking process

end run: statistical solutions for galaxy formation

Conroy etal (2006)

Zehavi etal (2010)



SDSS counts and clustering constraints on the Halo Occupation Distribution

Zehavi et al. 2010



SDSS counts and clustering constraints on the Halo Occupation Distribution

Zehavi et al. 2010

significant scatter in 
minimum mass needed to 
house bright galaxies - 
what is this telling us?

slope of satellite 
number is very 
close to one

one percent 
errors on bias 
measurement!



SDSS counts and clustering constraints on the Halo Occupation Distribution

Zehavi et al. 2010



passive (red) galaxies dominate SDSS groups and clusters

Balogh & McGee 2010

SDSS DR6 analysis 
3 different group/cluster catalogs: 
       2 optical (Yang (2005) + Berlind (2006)
       1 X-ray (HIFLUGCS, Reiprich + Boehringer 2002)
passive = red in r–i and u–g  colors
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* observations indicate that baryons in M>1e14 Msun halos are 
mainly in a hot, intracluster medium (ICM) 

– hot gas outweighs baryons in stars by factors >~5
– zero-eth order treatment: ignore galaxy formation entirely 

(gravity + shock heating) 
– first-order treatment: include heating effects of galaxy formation on ICM

 via a `preheated’ assumption => elevate gas entropy at high z

moving up the hierarchy to model clusters of galaxies 



Millennium Gas Simulations

GADGET-2 resimulations 
of Millennium Sim volume
@ Nottingham (F. Pearce)

- 500 Mpc/h
- 1e9 gas+DM particles
- mp(DM) ~ 1.4e10 Msun
- 25 kpc/h softening
- same cosmology as MS

TWO physical treatments: 
  GO:  gravity only
  PH:  preheated gas 

200 keV-cm2 @z=4

Hartley et al. (2008)
Stanek, Rudd, AE (2009)
Stanek et al., 0910.1599
Short et al., 1002.4539



brief history of preheating...

•introduced in back-to-back ApJ papers almost 20 years ago to solve n(Lx) 
shape for `standard’ CDM model

•simulations tuned entropy level required to `tilt’ L-T relation to match 
observations 

•motivated by predominance of  
 `red + dead’ galaxies in rich
  clusters => formed stars
  and SMBH at early epoch

• empirical support from
  Chandra analysis of 
  core entropy behavior
   (ACCEPT sample)
  

Kaiser (1991)
Evrard & Henry (1991)

Bialek et al (2001)

Cavagnolo et al (2009)



MGS massive halo yield

•  PH
o GO

– halos at z=0 with 
M200c ≥ 5e13 Msun/h: 

   4474 (PH)
   5612 (GO)

– 63 output redshifts to z=2
    for population evolution,   
    halo formation histories

 >100,000 halos overall



MGS scaling : mass-weighted temperature

º GO
• PH

mass scaling at z=0
(random subsample
 ~uniform in mass)
solid: power-law fit 

evolution of slope and 
intercept at 10^14 Msun/h
solid:  E(a)^alpha fit 
dashed:  self-similar expectation



MGS scaling : ICM mass fraction

º GO
• PH

large dots: values at 1e14 Msun/h
small dots: values at 5e14 Msun/h

solid: quadratic fit in ln(M) 



MGS scaling : SZ Y-parameter (gas thermal energy)

large dots: values at 1e14 Msun/h
small dots: values at 5e14 Msun/h
solid: quadratic fit in ln(a) 

solid: quadratic fit in ln(M) 

º GO
• PH



MGS scaling : bolometric X-ray luminosity

º GO
• PH

large dots: values at 1e14 Msun/h
small dots: values at 5e14 Msun/h
solid: quadratic fit in ln(a) 

solid: quadratic fit in ln(M) 



covariance of multiple signals at fixed halo mass

preheating
gravity only

Stanek et al, 2010



*  what (who?) made the noise? 

visible universe : Milky Way  ::  Earth : whale   (factor of 106)

visible universe : Earth ::  Earth : atomic nucleus (factor of 1020)

Rasia et al, in prep.

synthetic XMM images of Millennium Preheat cluster simulations 



XMM images of REXCESS cluster sample 

*  what (who?) made the noise? 

visible universe : Milky Way  ::  Earth : whale   (factor of 106)

visible universe : Earth ::  Earth : atomic nucleus (factor of 1020)

Pratt et al (2008)



halo scaling laws from Millennium Simulation with gas dynamics treatments

Stanek et al (2010)

• preheated gas
o gravity only

temperature hot gas mass fraction

hot gas thermal energy (SZ signal)

gas temperature vs. mass gas mass fraction vs. mass

preheating
gravity only



toward cosmology with clusters
(more this afternoon)



physical processes in massive halos and cluster phenomenology

* shock heating  
– thermalizes kinetic energy of mergers
– accelerates non-thermal electrons 
      => radio synchrotron
– thermal electrons inverse Compton 
     scatter CMB => Sunyaev-Zel’dovich
     (SZ) effect 

* (weak) radiative cooling   
– bremsstrahlung+line emission from ICM 
     => X-ray emission at kT~1-10 keV   

* core processes ~ ISM galactic physics
– heating from central AGN? 
– MHD marginal instabilities? 

van Weeren et al. (2010)
CIZA J2242.8+5301 (z = 0.1921)



physical processes in massive halos and cluster phenomenology

* AGN jets can blow significant bubbes in ICM 
      – how frequent is this activity? 

– how is the bubble energy thermalized? 
McNamara + Nulsen (2007) ARAA



what are clusters of galaxies?  Perspectives from different communities

to a theorist/modeler
	
 huge, quasi-equilibrium dark matter clumps (halos) formed at 
    high peaks in the matter density field (on ~10 Mpc scales)

to an optical observer
	
 ahem!... bound assemblages of galaxies! 

to an X-ray observer
	
 sources of diffuse X-ray emission from a hot, metal-enriched plasma

to a sub-mm/radio observer
	
 sources of spectral distortion in the microwave background radiation

to all observers
	
 sources of high magnification of the light from distant objects 
             (i.e., the largest telescopes in our universe!) 



clusters are found at low and high redshift as red galaxy concentrations

z = 0.29
SDSS maxbcg

z = 1.37
Spitzer IRAC 

Eisenhardt et al (2008)Koester et al (2007)



massive halo phenomenology:  observable signal likelihoods 

halo of 
mass M
redshift z

=> 

optical/lensing   sub-mm       X-ray 

          “Astrophysics 101”

1. Dimensional analysis => mean relations are power-laws

2. Central Limit Theorem => deviations are log-normal



the end


